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Question: 37
Clean bandwidth refers to the maximum normal clean bandwidth that can be processed by Anti-DDoS Premium
instances when your business is not under attack. Make sure that the Clean bandwidth of the instance is greater than
the peak value of the inbound or outbound traffic of all services connected to the Anti-DDoS Premium instances
If the actual traffic volume exceeds the maximum Clean bandwidth, your business may be subject to traffic restrictions
or random packet losses, and your normal business may be unavailable, slowed, or delayed for a certain period of time
A . True
B . False

Answer: A

Question: 38
Alibaba Cloud’s Content Moderation service cannot detect advertising or spam content.
A . True
B . False

Answer: B

Question: 39
If you activate Alibaba Cloud Security Center on an ECS Linux instance and change the default SSH port (22) to
another port, you will no longer receive SMS or email notification related to brute force password cracking
A . True
B . False

Answer: B

Question: 40
For which of the following protection scenarios is Alibaba Cloud WAF applicable? (Number of correct answers: 5)
A . Data leakage prevention
B . Defense against website trojans and tampering
C . Virtual vulnerability patches
D . Protection against malicious CC attacks
E . Brute force cracking protection
F . Protection against SMS refresh and service data crawling

Answer: A,B,C,D,E

Question: 41
You have helped a customer set up a content filtering solution based on Content Moderation service However, the
customer is complaining that certain images are getting incorrectly flagged as pornographic content.
What can you do to help fix this?
A . Create an "Image Library" from the Content Moderation console and add the images to the Image Library’s
whitelist
B . Ask your customer to use different images on their site
C . Modify the images until Content Moderation service starts marking them as pornographic.
D . Open a ticket with Alibaba Cloud support, and send them a copy of the images, so that they can tune Content
Moderation’s detection algorithms

Answer: A

Question: 42
User A is the system administrator of a company, who often takes business trips to Shanghai Each time when he
remotely logs on to the Shanghai an alert is reported, prompting "Someone is remotely logging on to the server Please
pay attention to your server security"
Which of the following methods can be used to quickly and automatically resolve this issue?
A . Open a ticket immediately to consult Alibaba Cloud engineers
B . Log on to the Alibaba Cloud Security Center, and add a frequent logon location to the configuration item of
Security Center.
C . Ask the company leaders for help
D . Call a friend, who is a famous hacker in the industry, for help.

Answer: B

Question: 43
For which of the following protection scenarios is Alibaba Cloud WAF applicable? (Number of correct answers: 5)
A . Data leakage prevention
B . Defense against website trojans and tampering
C . Virtual vulnerability patches
D . Protection against malicious CC attacks
E . Brute force cracking protection
F . Protection against SMS refresh and service data crawling

Answer: A,B,C,D,E
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